The world looks to us for views on credit risk and market trends. With RatingsDirect, we deliver.

Quickly gain valuable credit risk insight with RatingsDirect® on the S&P Capital IQ platform. Our solutions provide you with a clear view of the fixed income markets at the industry, company and issuer levels, as well as extensive credit ratings and research that covers Corporates, Financial Institutions, Insurance, Structured Finance, Government, U.S. Public Finance, Project and Infrastructure Finance across the globe.
Ratings and research play an essential role in how you monitor risk.

RatingsDirect is the official desktop source for S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings and research. By combining ratings and research with comprehensive market data and risk indicators, RatingsDirect on the S&P Capital IQ platform offers a robust workflow solution for efficient credit analysis.

Our powerful web-based solution provides the following from S&P Global Ratings:

- Global, national and regional scale credit ratings on issuer and issue level
- Detailed research on issuer and issue level, economies, credit trends, hot topics (including Environmental, Social, and Governance [ESG]) and special reports
- Credit research in local languages (Chinese, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish)
- Credit adjusted Income Statements, Balance Sheets and Cash Flows

Plus, you get access to:

- Aggregated benchmarks at sector, sub-sector, industry and company peer level
- Multimedia recordings on hot topics
- Deep dives at instrument and security level
- Early-warning signals from the Credit Default Swap (CDS) and Equity marketplace with S&P Global Ratings Market Derived Signals
- Three years of company financials with click-through functionality to view the underlying filings for rated and unrated entities
- Details on company professionals, board members, regulatory filings, key developments and more
- Advanced search capability to identify fixed income issues per your investment criteria for comparison or further analysis
- Cutting-edge visualizations and desktop push notifications synced to your portfolio Watch List alert you changes and market movements, as they happen
- S&P Global Ratings’ views on ESG:
  - Full Analysis research for ~2,000 corporate issuers includes an ESG section, about 40% of the rated universe
  - All ESG Evaluations
- RatingsDirect Profile: tailor your homepage to suit your needs (customize your default search, landing page, watch list profiles, and more)
- Quarterly Covered Bonds data and program reports
- Underlying credit rating data by viewing Corporate Scores and Modifiers on ~3,900 rated corporates globally and Bank Factors on ~600 rated banks globally
- S&P Global Ratings Analyst Peers for improved peer analysis of rated companies
Monitor your credit risk and the impact on your business

- Stay current with top stories, sector highlights, including dynamic ratings distribution and credit ratings migration charts
- Compare credit ratings to Market Derived Signals (MDS) that incorporate daily pricing information from the CDS and Equity marketplace to assess different views of the risk profile of an industry or entity
- Access tables and charts that are dynamically updated whenever an action occurs
- Graphically navigate hierarchies of related corporate entities to fully understand ownership and potential exposure
- View information specific to your counterparties by creating a screen against your portfolio
- Leverage RatingsDirect “Power Bars” to quickly access relevant content and tools on sector, entity, research & insights pages, events, criteria, and more

Enhance your analysis with access to aggregated intelligence

- Review industry snapshots and compare key fundamental credit metrics
- Evaluate diversification opportunities within an industry
- Assess medians, credit ratings migrations and outlook distributions by sector, plus other important trends
- View more detail at entity and instrument level
- See complete S&P Global Ratings’ history, check entity volatility and evaluate peer groups
- Conduct rich credit analysis on rated entities with S&P Global Ratings’ credit adjusted Income Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow information on CreditStats Direct
- Access financial statement information with robust comparison tools and customized filters
- Save time with our pre-built screens so you can spot ratings changes and manage issuer and security information
Boost your productivity with essential insights as they unfold

- Receive desktop push notifications to alert you to ratings actions, research updates, creditwatch and outlook assignments, news, and market movements, as they happen
- Perform relative value and risk/return analysis, identify names or sectors showing volatility in market prices of equity and changes in credit spreads
- Enjoy seamless access to valuable content from S&P Global Market Intelligence: News, Filings, Credit Default Swap data, equity price, and more